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You Can Teach. +lemA6lving!

Teaching problem solving is a prohlem! But like m t other prob-

lems it can; be solved. And like other teaching sit ations there is no

formyla t at, can be automatically,appfied to guarantee sutcess in teach-
,

ing proble solving. But ere are some guidelines and hints which can

go a long way in-4.T g a teacher in problem-solving instruction.

Before these guidelines and hints are explored a few general corn-
=

,

meets' might be helpful'to%Olacetq:focqt of this article in context..

'There are threa,reco§nized asPicts,,of teaching mathematics in the school:

computational liOgiey,Concepi attainment, and Rroblem sOlving:
" .

(Some mathematics educators state that problem solving ts the goal of

school mathematics!) Each aspect deserves appropriate emphasis and re-

quir 'a different
.1

structional approach. The- instructional approach

3.
to-be used depends on'thg goals to be attained. In teaching problem'

solving the instructional goal should be to help children learn pro-

cedures fOr solvinwroblems. These procedures are easy to pate and

recogize bu'they are often quite elusive. when teaching. ie;t seems so

much easier 'to help children acquire a computation skill or' to.help them

understand a concept.than to help them acquire skill with problem-solving

procedures. Amongthe reasons for the diffidulty in teaching /learning

problem-solving procedures is that there is no specific content as in

computational skills or'in concept attainment. In problem solving an
,

individually
(

acquired set of processes is brought to bear on a situation

which confronts the individual. Helping the child acquire and apply

thesa processes is \a more complicated and less well-defined task than

to help a child Tear a-computational skill or understand a concept.

What are the procedures which. are inherent in problem solving?

There are four procedures that are stated in various ways by a number
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_of authors. They are:_

1. rstdnding the prOblem

2. Planning TE, solve the problem

3. Solving the problem

4. Reviewing the/rOblem and the solution

How can aAtacher help children acquire and use the four procedures?

2

In the discussion which follows, each of the four procedures will be

illustrated using problems appropriateAn elementary school children.

r

These illustrations will be, accompanied by some guidelines and In-
.

structional-moves which' can be used to help children in their problem

\---7
solving. Two different problems w i l l be used,in t ie4l scussion. The

first is a 'typical.textbOok problem. The vobna Problem can e called.
4

4 "procet-su,problem.
.1

The basic purpose of )the typicl textbook problem is to reinforce /
-.f

I.

children's understanding of a concept or to ute "\a'skill learned earlier %.
. ,

. -

,-,by Presenting a'"real-world" sittiatioh.whIch embodies that ConCe6tor
,.7.

skill: Ring these typical textbook problems to teach probleth,so wing
.

-praceduret has the shortcoming that for many children the solut'on or

at least the plan for solving it is se,apparent that no problem exists.

HOwever,0 teacher,tan emphasiz4 the procedures' for the children.

w
1

Example T

A shopkeeper sold 485 bottles of cola In one day. /The cola is

packaged iricartons holding 6 bottles.. How many cartons of cola were

sold?

gl. Understanding the prAlem
//

helping children understand the problem a teacher might use

,quettio s'which focut the:child's attention on/the information ar..con-

,

44

ditions given in the problem. '
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"John, how. many bottles were sold? ".

"Nina,'how-are the cola bottles packaged?"

"Felix,.how many bottles in a carton?"

"What clO6 a carton'look like?9

"Does everyone always buy a full carton? Does that make any*dif-

i
ference in our problem?'('

"if one carton were, sold, .how many bottle

Finally, a teacher might ask,

"What clod the problem ask for? Can you tell it your own wor ?"'

Until athorough discussion of the information an itions takes place,

this last question might make little sense. C: tainly, advice such as.
A

"Think!" and "Read the problem again!" does no help the child tlithout.

accompan'ing questions which focus on understanding the problem., ,4

In the above sequence of questions the-teacher has helped.the chil-

dren learn to help themselves understand a problem. /Teachers sitoUld call

upon children to"do the questi& asking, and to formulate questions.for

their c4smates. This experience will help them grow in their ability

to focus on important information:

2. Planing to solve the problem

cola would be gd?"'

In the discugs)on of this Procedure.a.teacfier should be aware of

and'look fordifferent strategies which might be used in solving the

problem.initially, the teacher may have to Suggest possible strategies

foe the children. After some tx0iriVnce using various strategies children

wifl choose their own. 'Throughout the planning-to-solve-the-problemc

. , ,

step, the teachershogjd emphtize typethe t of 'strategy the ohiTtl has

suggested.

"Kids,N might we p1 n to solve this?"

1st student\"Well, tO-0-14,._get 485,bottldS or chips and put them

4,
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into groups of 6.."

a

su4gestion. In Other words, we could actually conduct an

experiment."

2nd student: "It helps me to draw something like a carton so I

. 4

can think about . six bottles in each."
. "

"I like that strategy. Making a drawing or a diagram is a good way

to visualize the pl.oblem."

Ord student: 'Well it takes 6 bottles, for oJcarton,and so fUr

10 car-Idris -60..boftles. would be used. I would add 60'S until I goat to

485 or near it.

. .

-problem's." You coultreven put your numbgrs inr a table:".

"Good,t inking! Using patterns is an excellent way of solvi

Cartons 10
.---
20 30.

,

etc.

Bgttles. 6d' 1e0 180

'

4th student: 'I would divide 485 by 6 ind the number of cartcv. "

"Good. -Sometimes direct computation good strategy to try."

One of the-shortcomings, the standard textbook problems,(as was

mentioned earlier) is that they are often designedtto provide coMputa-

tional practice rather.than to teach problem soling. This places an

additional burden on-the teacher to create a problem-solving situation

by _Suggesting or trying to plicit other strategies.'

comeIt was mentjon,ed aboVe that ,such suggestions should'come from the

students buynitia ly the teacher must supply some of the strategies*.
i 4

_ .

* Strategies may .b -'grouped into general, and helpin/, A Aral stra-
tegy may be thou ht of-as an overall plan designed to.solve the prob-
lem: A helping tretegy may be thought of as an intermediate step
used to carry o 014Agdnerel strategy. Some general strategies are:
trial and error, organized listing,- simplification, sear hing fOr a

pe tern,Nexperimentatpn\ deduction, comp(utation,'worki g backwards.

?
s,S e hoping strategies are: diagrams, tables, graphs, lists,,equa-

ion's. -.4%\. .\, 4 . 1,
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Also note that for some students toplete understanding of he problem

may come at this step rather than.in the first step.

3. Solving the problem

In this step the plan selected in step 2 is( carried out. The

teacher should encourage the children to solve the problem usin 'the

variety.of plans elicited earlier. The importan.ce of this step Is not

how efficiently the problem can be solved. Rather this step should

be viewed as the step that carries .out the 'plan. For some children

plan selected not lend itself to solution (e.g., diagramming 'n

cartons of 6 until 485 bottles are drawn!). At this po;intle problem

soll;tet0hould return to step 2 to dewisie another'plan:
m(

TheteachWsvole in Ifomoting this step should be advisory in
r

that he/she should ask howthe solution'proc:ess fits. the selected plan.

1..""

At, this point there are temptWons'which afflict teachers. There is
.r

an impulse to overemphasize t4e "solving-the-problem" step, thereby

minft4114ng the' other steps.. SecOndlys there6is a strong tendency to

'1 .so-presS' for computatiopal accuracy that problem sol, ing is ass iated

in the minds of children only with onerous computation.

'Reviewing the problem and.its,solution

In developing problem-solving procedures in ch dren there is no

step more important than this'fourth step. There are o aspects of 4'4'

this step; one is looking back over the stepsutaken andthelpther is

extending the problem situ ion to createoriations-or.an entirely

new problem. The former aspect should never be omitteq'in

solving' instruction.

"Tell us howyou thought about solving it."

4ow ,us at the board,how you worked. it out." i'

1. "What strategy did you,use to getyour answer?"

.6-

-9

any.problem-
--
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"Does 'this silution fit the question in the problem?"
, .

"Dods that answer make sense to y.0.0?"
.

All .of the above comments are asking the children to introspect,

to look at their own' thinking and detcribe it This activity is per-
. .

. haps the most imp 'ant pa't of,)the instkictit'm procedure. It benefits

./ the chi le doNg't1/41,re 'introspection and tt bejaefits the other children: Who

ar ,how someone else.thinks-abbut the problem.

,fr In extending the problem, the 'teacher couldAik, J

4141.

Suppose the shopkeeper puts 4 carbons intp each, cat -e. .How many.cases would he fil ?

'What if tfietle were 600 bottles; could we solve the praBlem using

the samek strategies?"
II. 144'. . -

"What profit did theishopkeeper make if he made' 4 cen 4.3*-ce;edi
-

on each bottle ?" .
t.

, .
P

The typical. textbook problem is not an ideal vehicle for teaching
1 .....;00

'problem-solving procedures-since most of-them bdesign can be 'solved

7

, . y

by direct application of gt arithmetic ,a1Nrit1r: (additipn.b division,)
.. 6

r

..f per nt. , averaging, etc.). Further,,most of the typical textbook prob-

1ems o1 Tow a section of skill ,orsanseept*development 4 are .related
.

to that,-skill or same applications just developed. fn suchr a situation
. t.

it takes little "problem- olVing" ability to iuess an apWopriate

strategy'. On the other h bd it is ,important to use every opportunity'.

possible to teach problem-solving procedures,, even 'using the standard
0

textbook problem.
A,'

There is Another problem type, -a '"prodss" problem, which is
t .

so called' because it lends it eff to exemplifying the pr6cedure in-
:herent in problem solving. Process problems are found in veral

r

textbooks in Olecorners ofsome-'pages. While these pro
A.

.gyp.



presently often viewed as enrichmtnt or as recreational, they. are

fast becoming recognized as an important-vebitle for teachinftroblem
t.

solvirng. In. the near future they may become part of the mainstream

elementary mathematics curricuiUm. Not only can process prdblems be

solved using a variety of strategies but they also require very little

forMial mitbematics. The secondixampl
s .411.

.which follows, is a.process

probl em.

Example 2

:'
"There are 8 people at a party. If eaai person shakes hands,with

the otherapestS, how many handshakes will there be?"

1. Understanding' the problem

As in the previous examplerf teacher can help the children unaer-
,

stand the prottlem by selected question's. Again,' the oh;ildren should

be encouraged cto.a;sk the questions-the selves.

/ ."Now many guests are at_ the party ? ".
0

'If Jim shakes hands with Carole, should Carole later shake . an

with Jim?"

. you were at the party, how many people Would you shake hands

i;'1 fib.

4 p

.1low Wha.can give the problem, in his/her own Words?"-.

Plahninq,to solve the problem

pile of the featuresof the ."process". problem is that it lends

. .

itself to many different strategje$ for .solution.. The following ar4q1

some of .the strategies which children came up with in regular 400-th-

and fifth-grade classrooms.

Tst student.: "Let's.*.act-it out by using,8 kids. Come on, let's_
/".

*.gettini, a)-Cir6.16! " (Experiment))
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2nd student: "I'm,going t

cirele and using'lines
we.

draw it out,by puttiCtag 8 dots in'a

to-show,handShakes." (Diagram)

3rd student:' n'al2going tolgite tflem,names and make a list of

the people each shakes hands with.' (OrganiZed Listing)
. _

4th student: "I Wonder if there isa pattern. Let's see, if there

1

are'2 people, there-iS,T handshake if there are 3 people there are

liandshakes4. .".(Usihg tables toy find a pattern)

People 2 3 4 5 .-
: "
Handshakes, 1

.
.

st

1, #
5th student,'"1011.;Afeach person shakes hands with the.others,.

then g people shake hands with 7 others. or there are 8-3(,7 handshakes.

The' above five'reSponses came from children after several problems
by

had been solved together kh their teacher,;. The= teacher may --('but not
/. .P

always) have to initial supply some of_the strategies. He/she will

'have to identify and label-the'strategies of the childreh so they will

learn to.'use the labels in ,communicating to Others.

3. SOivfhp the problem

*The children usually do not have any diffitulty solving the problem

_once a-strategy has been selected. Even,if.the strategy is inappro-

priate, the insight acquired by following the inappropriate straegy

.

.usually helps thf child to select another strategy.. ,

\,

In the clas roomsett*g, solution.of the problems'brings,enough

questions from other children to forestall the apparent error in the

12
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s.,*

'fifth child:1,sdeductive thinktellwhew he /she didn't takeinto a unt
. ,

.-that his/her method would/have each person shaking hands Nice w
, !

eVeryond else. A demonstration by'the 8 chi,10ren in,,a circle wo
, *,

soon,ihowlitm/her the fallacy'in this reasoning. ,

.4 .. A -elprobleili and its 'Solution.: .

children 6ve solved the probleart-,the discussion t-*

'should,fogus on avid t children introspect.

' Teacher toPlst stddent::."Youand your group 4ed4,an eXperime
,

Will you grow 'the class hot,/ you solved -M.:problem?".

1st child: 'Jean shakes hands with ipeople;apl shakes hands\

with 6; Mary shakes hands with 5; Phyllis with 4; Peter with 3; Levi..

with 2 and Juan with 1.

7 +6 + 5 4 +,3 + 1 = 28 handshakes."

Teac er to'lst student: "Using an experiment is a

solve'a problem sometimes. Did everyope follow the solutiofi?"

2nd student: "Wey2.that's the same as our drawing!

There are 7 lines from A,

6 from 8, 5 from C, 4 from

D, 3 from E, 2 from:rand

1 .trom G. We -only drew lineS,Nom A and B but we could

L.

pattern. We get 28 handshakesl.also!"..
--N..._

see the

Teacher to 2nd student:. "A diagram is one of the most helpful

ways of displaying a problem and often it leads directly to a solution.

Here,you used the start of a diagram and noted a pattern., I agree that

a completed diagraiii:would have2been confusing with somany lines.

3rd student: "We come up with 28 handshakes, too - but we like

our- method best:"
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shakes
harts
with

Jim Jane John Joan Bob)̀
N.

\Beth
df

Bi ll Barb
' '

Jarre
John ,

Joan
Bob.
Beth'

7-\134-11 m

ilarlfk

Joan,
Bob
Beth,..
Bill
'Barb

Jothi------,Bob
Bob
Beth ,
Bill s
Barb
A

[*th
Bill
Barb

Beth
Bill
Barb

....2
1

Bil'1
Barb

.

Barbb

.

.

-

,

a

7 , +F T 4 3, 4-

.. $.)-
, Teacrher to 3rd student: Your solutionuses-lart,..organized listing

,.. -3

'strategy. Do you see that , every handshake i s .1i.sted in an

ordePly fashionV1 t
I

4th student: 4'1 think we have disCovered something. When we used

a. table to .find a patternstwe dfscovered that-we, cduld tell the number of

handshakes for other Oarties, too:- You see, with each. new person the

number of handshakes isAncrAased 'by a number 1 less than. the new number

of people. That makes sense because if a new guest came and he was the

7th person he.wo.uld-have-td shake hands with the other 6. ".

People.. 4-" 5 6 8 9-

44-'-'Hai7 4shakes 1 3 6 10. 15 2-11 28 36
V V V .V V, V .V

ew-fiandshakeS 2. 3 4 .9 '6 7 8

4; 'Teacher to 4th student: "That's nice. Can anyone in class tellMe

how many
handshakes,therer

ltoula for 10 people?-1-,,.for ZO people ?... Can

we find ia geheral rial,e)for any number-of people ?"
\.

5th` "What's wrong, with my reasoning? I.-get. 56 handshakes :..

Since each persOn must 'shake.hands with 7 others, ther:e must be 8 x 7

handsimkes!" -

Teacher: "Who can- tell' what might be

It sounds good td

v.)

1 4

. -

incorrect about that reasoning?

. .

, .
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v

....And sp the disotission continues. ..At some poiRtfn the problem-.,.,, \
,

i

,,,
/

,solving'instruction fHe teacher 'should present a list of stnategies.
. .

, , f
,

....'
/"""

6

Ouch- a list, serves several purposes including helping clad,reh consider
,

.A'

vairi:ety 'of attackObn the Problem.

The feacher,shouA ld extend the-problem by asking children qiiestian;

4

xr,t.

similar to 1110Se Which follow<By prow' sA,!!knsions of the Prob..-

lem, r ci..1dren. tb 066 t -1- at home, childre'h,have a

,

chance to use their own strategies, or those of another or to find a

-generalized solution
h.

'"HoWmanY halldshike would' there be in your family?"'

"How many handAakel would there be in our classroom ?"

,

"How many handshakes would there be if all t boys shook hands

.just with, all the girls?",'
. .

In choosing process problems for problem-solving instruction, care.

should be taken to choose tho e proble4 whith.lendthemselves to
,

'sblution using a varietrof strategies, require little formal mathe-

.

thatics,:and are interesting tb the children. Process problems have

an appeal to children; they enjoy solving them. At the same time it is

o important to use the stands textbook problem-to teach problem- solving.

procedures.-. In other word , don't miss any opportunity, especially

those which arise from classroom, school or community &grits. Although

this article has not specifically addrenet the issue of the role of

' the /affect in problem solving, attention to this aspect is important.

Helping children become motivates nds willing to sOlve p b em

an *poi-tont prerequisite a teacher must consider.

Amtng the specil4c techniques that have been successfully d by

%.

,

s .

classroom teachers 1T1 teaching problem.solving is the bulletin bdafd
- .

.

the "Problem 0 the Week". Using this teohnique, a 'new ,problem is

5

16.
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pTaced on the bulletin boardonce a week.. A discutsion follows, as

reviously described, emphasizing step or "unaerstanding the pftlilem".

.-"'I'' The children work A the..probtem .urit40 a preasigned day, Often, the

,
. g

hi

N

q' children Anyolve their.pardnts or friends outside saibal looking for
4, 40 1 /

----LeBlanc 12

4, .

-...,;frategies.that might be different or /unique.' At thrpreassigne5i

ipiNe,:discussions as OescnittrrNthe examples are held. This, anti vity

t
fbgether(with grj, emphasis :on probl:er-solving_proceduresk Wien

N
usins.)the

te
,!t,

standard textbook :prblems can provide the basis 'for a sound,curriCulOm

in proOem solving.,
--

A ..°

.
. blemoTeaching pr Solving may be a problem, But t*c1C1-41g thech-\l-

,

a

A

lengeiof this important faceW elementary school matheMatics,can;to,

enjoyable and rewarding. The strongest motivation for successfu

probVem solving, is success - seeing aryl' hearing children eagerlY attack

and solveRnobleMs..Thereli littl question that.children enjoy;this

/.

6

activity. Try it. You'll 'all 1i e it!

I.

-I.

-




